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Regardless of your current email security solutions, how many unwanted, phishing and 
potentially harmful emails still land in your staff mailboxes every day?

Phish999 bolsters your employee’s security awareness, providing detailed insights around 
emails in their inbox and delivers phishing alerts and reporting capabilities within Microsoft 

365 and Google Workspace.

PHISH999
Anti phishing and user awareness
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PHISH999

Warning: The display name in this email closely resembled and executives name in your organisation. This 
executive usually sends emails from the domain: john.doe@example.com but this email has been sent from 
gmail.com. Similar emails have been used to collect information to form phishing attacks. Do not reply or 
click and links or attachments in this email.

Email Content 

Hi Dianne, 

Please could you urgently transfer the funds enclosed in the attached invoice before you leave today. 

Sorry to ask for this so close to the end of the day, the partner we are working with needs to receive the funds 
today or our project will fall through. 

I would appreciate if you could confirm when this has been completed. 

Many thanks, `
Dan

REPORT PHISHING CONTINUE/SAFE
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Bolster your user awareness and email 
security with phishing protection software
Whether you rely on Microsoft 365 or Google alone for email 
protection, or if you already have a filtering solution in place, it 
is likely that some unwanted emails continue to slip through to 
your employees.

With phishing attacks ever-evolving, the risk of falling victim to 
cybercrime is greater than ever. Phish999 combines advanced, 
patented AI technology and a unique user awareness experience 
to protect your organisation from harmful phishing attacks and 
boost employee vigilance towards cybercrime.

Phish999 plugs straight into Microsoft 365 or Google Workspace to 
add a layer of email protection and spam filtering ahead of your 
employee’s inboxes. It adds a phishing alert and insights banner 
to inbound mail which flags emails from a new sender, external 
source or with potentially harmful content and empowers your 
staff to report them as phishing.
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Phish999 builds profiles based on who 
your employees interact with
From the moment Phish999 is deployed, it starts analysing 
the contacts your employees regularly interact with to build a 
trusted sender list.

Then, any emails received from outside this network are flagged 
with the phishing alert banner. The banner alone boosts your 
employee’s awareness to phishing threats and gives them tools 
to report phishing emails to your IT team.

Phish999 continues to analyse email interactions to protect your 
organisation from outsider threats on an ongoing basis.
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Auto quarantine across all 
mailboxes

Insights dashboard, portal 
and reporting

Simple cloud deployment

Enhanced phishing 
protection

Boost user awareness

Phishing email insights to 
teach staff about threats
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Key features and benefits

Relying on the default security features in Microsoft 365 and 
Google Workspace is not enough to protect your organisation 
from advanced phishing threats. 

The additional layer of email protection added by Phish999, 
combined with the phishing alert banner and boosted user 
awareness, significantly improves your security posture. Plus, this 
helps to reduce the amount of spam received by staff, resulting in 
a more productive workforce.
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